Lady
Christian Dior top, $1,850, and
dress, $6,100. Rosie Boylan
headwear, worn throughout.
Vintage earrings, $320, from
Harlequin Market, worn
throughout. Antique bracelet,
$165, from Mitchell Road
Antique & Design Centre.
Vintage bracelet, $280, from
Harlequin Market. Antique
bracelet, $800, from Karen
Deakin Antique Jewellery.
Kozminsky ring, $1,850. Elke
ring, $90. Simone Rocha shoes,
$1,020. All prices approximate;
fashion details last pages.
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Metaphysical, MYSTICAL,
empowered, compelling and acting,
acting profoundly, IMPLICIT.
And that’s just Cate in conversation,
here, with Anna Funder.
Styled by Christine Centenera.
Photographed by Emma Summerton.
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Céline dress, $10,090.
Monica Castiglioni for
Antonio Marras bangle,
$1,170, and rings, $485
and $665. Artwork:
Surface 5 (2014) by
Adam Turnbull.

PHOTOGRAPH: EMMA SUMMERTON
INTERVIEW EDITED BY SOPHIE TEDMANSON

O

ne is an Oscar-winning Australian actress,
the other is a human rights lawyer turned
celebrated author. Ahead of her turn as the
wicked stepmother in Cinderella, Cate
Blanchett picked New York-based Australian
author Anna Funder as a cultural identity
with whom she would like to converse. Here,
the two women exchange banter over email about everything
from the thrill of performance to the importance of telling
Australian stories, female empowerment and the nightmare of
wardrobe malfunctions.
Anna Funder: “We chatted at a reception after your electrifying
performance in The Maids in New York. You were on stage the
whole time, and in a range of extreme emotional states, but
afterwards seemed utterly calm and focussed and interested in
all the various conversations going on. I wondered: ‘What do you
feel before you go on stage doing an intense production like that?’
I’m reminded of a wonderful, funny Lorrie Moore story in which
a judge who gets nervous before her appearance in court
encourages herself with thoughts like: ‘They love me, they love
me’, shortly followed by: ‘Kill, kill, kill.’ Do you have a – perhaps
less schizoid – ritual?”
Cate Blanchett: “Right before going on stage I stand on my toes
[and] focus on finding a physical balance. I remember my first line
and focus on the other actors. The rest is chance. That’s what’s
exhilarating about it. You honestly risk not knowing which way
it’s going to fall out there.”
AF: “What advice would you give to your 20-year-old self?”
CB: “Listen: don’t wear tie-dye. Ever.”
AF: “I was also struck by something [former Sydney Theatre
Company associate director] Tom Wright said about a director’s
role. He said it was ‘to absorb the anxiety in the room’. Would you
say the same? What characteristics in a director do you most
appreciate, or feel bring out the best in you? ”
CB: “I honestly think one can’t absorb all the anxiety in any room,
be it rehearsal or otherwise. The energy anxiety produces is
really the flipside of excitement, so if this were to be the yardstick
of a good director then a successful director would be an alchemist,
turning this energy into positive, forward-moving gold. In the
end, the best rehearsal rooms I’ve been in, the best sets I’ve
been on, have been those which are the most playful, unrestricted
and impolite. Ones where anarchic energy has been fostered,
harnessed and focused. But it’s chemical. That’s why some
endeavours lift off and some don’t. Is that the same for writing?
What’s the input there?”
AF: “I feel there’s huge courage involved in being an actor,
whether on stage, in front of a live audience, or film. It’s as if you
bare your soul, and in so doing put us all more in touch with our
own. You’ve spoken of Nick Enright telling you as a drama
student that the purpose of acting is ‘to reveal to people what it is
to be human’. I feel exactly that same way about writing: it’s about
revealing at least a tiny facet of what it is to be human, allowing us
to connect in deep and unexpected ways. Recently I was talking to
the producers of the film of All That I Am and they said it was
‘brave’ of me to reveal so much of myself in that book (I racked my
brain as to what particular part they might have been thinking of
– arghh!). But I told them I don’t actually think it’s brave or even
revealing, simply because I don’t think about myself when I’m
writing. I think of the characters, and of what the book needs.”
CB: “It’s funny, isn’t it? I have a profound sense of audience: who
is this for? Is it reaching them? Is it connecting or having any
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Marni dress, P.O.A. On right
arm: antique bracelet, $275,
from Blake Watson Antiques.
Antique bracelets, $165 and
$220, from Mitchell Road
Antique & Design Centre.
Bunda ring, $495. On left arm:
antique bracelet, $125, from
Mitchell Road Antique & Design
Centre. Antique bracelet, $800,
from Karen Deakin Antique
Jewellery. Vintage bracelet,
$280, from Harlequin Market.
Kozminsky ring, $1,850.
Prada shoes, $1,370.
Planet furniture.
Ceramics, stylist’s own.

Proenza Schouler
sweater, $3,140, and
skirt, $3,010. On right
hand: The Family Jewels
ring, $195. On left
hand: Bunda ring, $495.
Prada shoes, $1,370.
Artwork: Oly San
Francisco egret oil
painting, from
Coco Republic.
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Alexander McQueen jacket,
$5,340, top, P.O.A., and belt,
P.O.A. Vintage jade necklace,
$1,100, from Kalmar
Antiques. Georg Jensen
necklace, $2,600, worn
underneath. On right hand:
Georg Jensen rings, $203
and $350. On left hand:
Bunda ring, $495.
Fragrance: Giorgio
Armani Sì Intense EDP.

resonance? But when making a work I cannot, simply cannot, care
what people think, or how the work will be perceived, if it will be
considered ‘good’ or ‘bad’. The compulsion is to find the most
singular, distinct and accurate expression.”
AF: “So … the question is: do you experience a similar liberation
from selfhood when you’re in character?”
CB: “Liberation is the word indeed! I find the preoccupation of
the self in the work cancerous.”
AF: “And does the experience of being someone else expand your
own sense of what it is to be human? I suppose what I’m wondering
is: do the characters you play give you something? (As well as you
giving them to us?)”
CB: “Let’s face it, even the purest form of altruism has a feelgood
factor. Of course, there is an indescribable buzz one gets from a live
audience when the work is singing. A friend of ours is a musician,
one whom I admire beyond all imagining, and I remember seeing
him backstage after a particularly excellent show and he looked like
a physical wreck. He had given everything out
there. Something had moved through him and
left him looking like a husk. Backstage he was
simultaneously more alive and more fragile
than I’d ever seen him. I guess I related to that
state. Or at least aspired to [it].”
AF: “In The Maids, your character Claire is
wildly jealous – sometimes of her sister,
sometimes of her boss, ‘the Mistress’. You’re
playing the wicked stepmother in Cinderella,
also a role that incarnates an archetype of
female jealousy, in her case towards her
younger, beautiful stepdaughter. Do the insights from one role
feed into another?”
CB: “Absolutely. The detritus of one role lurches and leaks into any
crevice it can. Perhaps because of this natural accretion I tend to
look for roles that ask different things of me as an actor, so I won’t
bore myself rigid with one’s natural sameness – or insights (when
I’m being kind to myself!).”
AF: “In your acceptance speech for the Academy Award for Blue
Jasmine you gave a passionate plug for all the talent in Australia.
I live in the US and notice so many talented actors and singers
making careers here. But they often tell American stories. You’ve
always made very Australian work, too; recently, the The Secret
River at the STC [about early settler and Aboriginal encounters]
or one of my absolute, all-time favourite films, Little Fish, which
was set in Cabramatta. How do you see the telling of local tales in
the international context?”
CB: “Coming from you this is certainly part of a much, much
longer conversation! As a producer, as a director and as an actor
I simply try to tell the most specific and fascinating tales I can. It’s
only from this specificity that they have a chance of being unique
and authentic enough to reach out more widely. I don’t ever
creatively think: ‘This is for this market, or that context.’ Some
stories, when realised, naturally tap into deeper reservoirs, have
broader song lines and it was a great pleasure while at the Sydney
Theatre Company to help usher those productions to a broader
audience. Secret River was an astonishing production, almost
impossible to make. It took a lot of nurturing but Neil [Armfield]
and Andrew [Upton] and the cast, crew and creative team made a
work of such ambiguity and alarming clarity that people wept and
cheered. I have no doubt they would do so in the UK or the States.”
AF: “Tina Fey wrote in Bossypants that any woman in Hollywood
who’s no longer considered fuckable is ignored. In the era of Judi

Dench and Meryl Streep and other actresses we love, can this
really be true, or are they exceptions?”
CB: “Female audiences are driving the change, I think. Women
don’t stop consuming cultural product once they stop menstruating.”
AF: “What’s more, we recently learnt from the Sony hacking
revelations that very big female stars get paid less than their male
co-stars. This is pretty outrageous. Do you think it will change
now, or any time soon?”
CB: “People were surprised? There are countless industries
around the world where women in top positions are not equally
remunerated for equal work …”
AF: “On a more personal note, I recently wrote in a piece that
despite so many advances for women, I still feel that I write ‘in
time bought from a babysitter, bargained from my husband and
stolen from my children’. It’s as if once you’re a mother your time
belongs to other people – in your case and mine, three other little
people. On the other hand, a friend who’s an investment banker
with three grown children says that family and
career are absolutely mutually supportive and
inspiring [and] that she can’t imagine her life
any other way. I loved this, because deep down
that’s how I feel, too. I feel that the question of:
‘How do you do it?’ sometimes contains the
retrograde implication that to be working is
necessarily to be neglecting one’s children. So,
without asking you: ‘How do you do it?’, can
you talk about how you feel about these roles in
your life and how they feed one another?
(For my part I’d say that I feel that my children
have expanded my world in more ways than I could ever name.
But just one of those is that they teach me more about human
nature than I otherwise could have known, to say nothing of my
own limitations …)”
CB: “Yup, agreed. Children certainly teach one about compromise.
I think before having children the idea of compromise rubbed
shoulders with weakness or deception in some way. Children are
spirited, passionate, political, demanding. They are also
heartbreaking. They constantly extend parents and so parents are
constantly confronted with their failures, don’t you think? I’d
rather presently live life this way than not.”
AF: “We first met at the Australia 2020 Summit held in Canberra
in 2008, six days after you’d had your third baby, and you were
astonishingly together, energetic, articulate and giving. Then you
went to a red-carpet event in Hollywood and I heard you quoted
along the lines of: ‘You wouldn’t believe the underwear keeping
me together here.’ You looked utterly gorgeous, but it was a
beautiful thing to say. I have to do public events on a much smaller
scale, but sometimes feel I am held together with an Eiffel Tower
of underwire and a lot of concealer and double-sided tape. Have
you ever been in danger of a wardrobe malfunction?”
CB: “I am a walking wardrobe malfunction. I have the worst story
to tell you but will reserve that for over a martini between ourselves!”
AF: “Where and when are you happiest?”
CB: “This afternoon.”
AF: “What have you loved reading in the last year or so?”
CB: “I finally read – I’m always finally reading books long
languishing unread by my bedside – Freedom by Jonathan Franzen
and A Severed Head by Iris Murdoch, in rapid succession. I felt like
my heart had devoured my brain. My god.”
AF: “Are there any other questions you’d like to be asked?”
■
CB: “Where are you? When can you have coffee?”

“I AM A
WALKING
WARDROBE
MALFUNCTION.
I HAVE THE
WORST STORY
TO TELL YOU”
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Roksanda Ilincic dress, $5,990,
and belt, $565. Antique Victorian
collar, $1,750, from Kalmar
Antiques. Antique necklace, $375,
from Mitchell Road Antique &
Design Centre, worn underneath.
On right hand: Isaiah Ortiz ring,
$1,250. On left hand: antique
ring, $295, from Blake Watson
Antiques. Isaiah Ortiz ring,
$1,250. Prada shoes, $1,370.
Hair: Renya Xydis
Make-up: Liz Kelsh
Manicure: Miss Betty Rose
Production design: Alice Babidge
Production design assistants:
Sophie Fletcher and Robin
Hearfield
Photographed at the Jack
House, Sydney.

